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Research Article

Consider the hypocrite—someone who condemns the 
moral failings of other people but behaves badly him- or 
herself. Many commentators have remarked on the “pecu-
liarly repulsive” nature of hypocrisy (Shklar, 1984, p. 57). 
The degree to which hypocrites are disliked cannot be 
explained by their transgressions alone: What makes 
hypocrites especially bad is that they both commit a 
transgression and condemn it. But why is this combina-
tion so objectionable? After all, speaking out against 
immorality is normally seen as laudable. It enforces 
norms and encourages moral behavior (Berkowitz & 
Walker, 1967; Feinberg, Willer, & Schultz, 2014; Feinberg, 
Willer, Stellar, & Keltner, 2012), such that failing to con-
demn transgressions has been characterized as second-
order free-riding (Yamagishi, 1986). Arguably, then, 
people should not be so resentful toward hypocrites: 
They may fail to achieve their moral aspirations, but at 
least they oppose bad behavior.

Previous research has investigated the psychology of 
hypocrites, including how hypocrites justify their behavior 
(Batson, Thompson, Seuferling, Whitney, & Strongman, 
1999) and address aversive cognitive dissonance (Aronson, 

Fried, & Stone, 1991). Relatively little work has examined 
how hypocrisy is perceived by other people (but see 
Alicke, Gordon, & Rose, 2013; Barden, Rucker, & Petty, 
2005).

One reason hypocrisy is perceived negatively may be 
that it involves inconsistency between words and deeds, 
which people tend to dislike (Tedeschi, Schlenker, & 
Bonoma, 1971). Another possibility is that hypocrites 
may be seen as unable to resist the temptation to trans-
gress—another negative quality (Righetti & Finkenauer, 
2011). Furthermore, hypocrites may be seen as more 
intentionally immoral than people who behave badly 
without condemning such behavior (Cushman, Young, & 
Hauser, 2006): Their condemnation demonstrates that 
they understand the wrongfulness of their actions.

Here, we propose a different hypothesis, based on the 
idea of false signaling. We suggest that hypocrites are 
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disliked because they use their condemnation to mislead 
other people about their moral behavior.

As a matter of logic, there is nothing dishonest about 
both taking an action and condemning it. But engaging 
in moral condemnation may be perceived as communi-
cating information about one’s future behavior (Baumeister, 
Zhang, & Vohs, 2004). The idea that condemnation may 
signal moral goodness is consistent with evidence that 
people who punish selfish players in economic games 
are seen as more trustworthy than people who choose 
not to punish (Barclay, 2006; Horita, 2010; Jordan, Hoffman, 
Bloom, & Rand, 2016; Nelissen, 2008; Raihani & Bshary, 
2015a, 2015b). We thus hypothesize that hypocrites 
inspire moral outrage because they dishonestly signal 
their moral goodness—that is, their condemnation of 
immoral behavior signals that they are morally upright, 
but they fail to act in accordance with these signals.

This theory of false signaling helps explain why hypo-
crites are often regarded as liars (McKinnon, 1991). But it 
also predicts that hypocrites may be seen as worse than 
people who falsely claim to behave morally, whom we 
refer to as direct liars: In cases in which moral condem-
nation acts as a more persuasive signal than directly 
claiming to behave morally would, hypocrites are actu-
ally more misleading than direct liars. Furthermore, a 
hypocrite’s false signals may be more destructive than a 
liar’s false statements (e.g., by earning the hypocrite 
undeserved trust or by manipulating other people into 
following the hypocrite’s professed standards) and may 
come at the expense of other people (e.g., because con-
demnation tarnishes the reputation of the condemned; 
Williams, Forgas, & von Hippel, 2005). Liars, by contrast, 
avoid moral condemnation and are thus less likely to 
malign or shame other people.

Finally, a key prediction of our false-signaling theory is 
that honest hypocrites, who admit to committing the acts 
they condemn, should not be judged negatively for behav-
ing hypocritically because their condemnation has been 
stripped of any signaling function. In other words, if hypo-
crites are disliked because of their false signaling, a hypo-
crite who admits to transgressing should be forgiven—insofar 
as this admission cancels any false signals. In the five stud-
ies reported here, we tested these predictions.

Study 1

We began with the hypothesis that moral condemnation 
is treated as a signal that one will behave morally in the 
future. According to this theory, individuals who con-
demn others’ transgressions should be perceived as less 
likely to commit those transgressions, and as overall 
more moral, than individuals who have not conversed 
about the transgressions. But condemnation should have 
this signaling effect only in the absence of more direct 

information about the condemner’s morality. If condemn-
ers are perceived positively because their condemnation 
signals that they will behave morally, their condemnation 
should no longer matter when a more informative indica-
tor of moral behavior is available.

Method

Design. To test these predictions, we presented subjects 
with vignettes and asked them to evaluate target charac-
ters in the vignettes. In a 2 × 2 between-subjects design, 
we manipulated whether the targets engaged in moral 
condemnation or not and whether subjects had direct 
information about the targets’ moral behavior or not. We 
predicted that subjects would evaluate targets who 
engaged in moral condemnation more positively than 
those who did not, but only in the absence of direct 
information about the targets’ moral behavior.

Subjects. We recruited subjects online using Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (MTurk). We predicted an interaction 
between our two independent variables but did not have 
a clear prediction for what the effect size for this interac-
tion would be. Thus, we precommitted to recruiting 800 
subjects (n = 200 per condition), which is our standard 
protocol for between-subjects designs on MTurk when 
an interaction is predicted. A total of 798 people actually 
completed the survey, which required them to evaluate 
all the target characters and answer all the comprehen-
sion questions correctly (see the Procedure section for 
details). However, we could not analyze the responses of 
the first 135 subjects who completed the survey because 
of a technical error in how the survey was programmed 
(we corrected this error before the remaining subjects 
participated). We analyzed the data of all remaining sub-
jects who had unique IP (Internet protocol) addresses (to 
avoid duplicate respondents). Our final sample consisted 
of 619 subjects (mean age = 31 years, 59% male).

Procedure. In each of our vignettes, we asked subjects 
to imagine that they belonged to a social group in which 
a particular moral transgression was possible (e.g., a 
track team whose members might use forbidden perfor-
mance-enhancing drugs). Subjects were then told about 
two members of the social group: the target (whom sub-
jects would later evaluate) and the other person (whom 
subjects would not evaluate), both of whom were 
described neutrally (not using these terms).

We then manipulated whether subjects received direct 
positive information about the moral behavior of the tar-
get. In the no-information condition, subjects were given 
no information about the moral behavior of the target or 
the other person. In the good-information condition, 
subjects received direct, positive information about the 
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moral behavior of the target (but not the other person): They 
were told that the target recently behaved morally (e.g., 
did not use drugs in his or her last athletic competition).

In addition, we manipulated whether the target engaged 
in moral condemnation of a wrongdoer. In the target- 
condemns condition, we asked subjects to imagine having 
a dialogue with the target in which the target mentioned 
that a mutual acquaintance recently behaved immorally 
(e.g., used drugs at an athletic competition) and expressed 
strong disapproval of this acquaintance’s behavior. In the 
other-condemns condition, subjects were told to imagine 
having the same dialogue, but with the other person instead 
of with the target. Thus, in all conditions, subjects read the 
same description of condemnation, but in the target- 
condemns condition, the target engaged in the condemnation, 
whereas in the other-condemns condition, the other person 
did (and the target was absent from the conversation).

For example, following is the full text for one scenario 
about performance-enhancing drugs. In this scenario, 
Brian is the target character, and Sam is the other person.

Imagine that you are an athlete on a track team. 
Recently, your coach has become concerned that 
members of the team are using an illegal performance-
enhancing drug called Vitronil. Vitronil use threatens 
your team’s eligibility to compete, and gives individual 
athletes unfair advantages.

In the no-information condition, the scenario continued 
as follows:

Two of your teammates are named Brian and Sam. 
You know nothing about if Brian uses Vitronil. 
You also know nothing about if Sam uses Vitronil.

In the good-information condition, the scenario instead 
continued with

Two of your teammates are named Brian and Sam. 
You overheard another member of the track team 
saying that Brian did not use Vitronil at his last 
track competition. In contrast, you know nothing 
about if Sam uses Vitronil.

The scenario concluded as follows in the target- condemns 
condition:

One day, you are having a conversation with Brian. 
You tell them a story about a mutual acquaintance, 
Mark, who is a competitive swimmer. After you 
finish your story, Brian mentions that he heard that 
Mark got caught using Vitronil right before an 
important swim meet. In telling his story, Brian 
expresses strong disapproval of Vitronil use.

The closing passage in the other-condemns condition 
was the same except that all references to Brian were 
changed to references to Sam:

One day, you are having a conversation with Sam. 
You tell them a story about a mutual acquaintance, 
Mark, who is a competitive swimmer. After you 
finish your story, Sam mentions that he heard that 
Mark got caught using Vitronil right before an 
important swim meet. In telling his story, Sam 
expresses strong disapproval of Vitronil use.

After reading each vignette, subjects evaluated the target, 
using Likert scales from 1 to 7. To measure expectations 
of the targets’ future moral behavior, we used four items 
that ranged in their specificity. Subjects rated the targets 
on their likelihood of committing the relevant moral 
transgression (e.g., for the scenario just quoted, “How 
likely do you think Brian is to use Vitronil in the future?”), 
their trustworthiness in the specific domain relevant to 
the vignette (e.g., “How much would you trust Brian as a 
competitor on your team?”), their general trustworthiness 
(e.g., “How much would you generally trust Brian across 
contexts?”), and their likeability (e.g., “How much do you 
like Brian?”). For the question about the likelihood of 
transgressing, the scale ranged from very unlikely to very 
likely, and for the questions about trustworthiness and 
likeability, it ranged from very little to very much.

Each subject was presented with four vignettes, 
describing (a) a track team whose members could use 
performance-enhancing drugs (as in the vignette just 
quoted), (b) a chemistry course in which students could 
cheat on take-home exams, (c) a work organization in 
which employees could fail to meet deadlines on team 
projects, and (d) a hiking club whose members frequently 
dated each other and could engage in infidelity. The four 
vignettes were presented in random order. To reduce 
noise, we matched all characters in the athletic, academic, 
and work scenarios to the subject’s gender and made all 
characters in the romantic scenario of the opposite gen-
der. The full text of all the vignettes is in the Supplemen-
tal Material available online.

Immediately after reading each vignette, subjects 
answered four comprehension questions. If subjects 
answered a question incorrectly, they were not allowed 
to continue participating (i.e., the evaluation questions 
were presented, but the survey automatically ended 
before the next vignette was presented). A total of 85.9% 
of subjects showed perfect comprehension on all the 
vignettes, and the percentage of subjects with perfect 
comprehension did not differ significantly across condi-
tions, χ2(3, N = 747) = 2.26, p = .521.

We found high interitem reliability among the four 
individual dependent measures of evaluation of the 
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targets (α = .90); thus, we averaged these ratings to create 
one composite scale representing positive evaluations. 
We report analyses of this composite measure, but we 
also investigated possible differences among the individ-
ual dependent measures and found that the results were 
largely robust across these measures (see the Supple-
mental Material). To compute the composite ratings, we 
first reverse-coded the rating of the target’s likelihood of 
transgressing and then took the mean rating across the 
four variables.

Results

To test our predictions, we conducted a 2 (condemnation 
condition: target condemns vs. other condemns) × 2 
(information condition: good information vs. no informa-
tion) analysis of variance (ANOVA) predicting mean posi-
tive evaluations of the targets across the vignettes (see 
Fig. 1). We found a significant main effect of information 
condition, F(1, 615) = 137.93, p < .001, ηp

2 = .183; subjects 
evaluated targets more positively in the good-information 
condition (M = 5.28, SD = 0.83) than in the no-informa-
tion condition (M = 4.52, SD = 0.80). This result served as 
a manipulation check, demonstrating that direct positive 
information about the target’s moral behavior was per-
ceived as a clear indication of moral goodness.

We also found a significant main effect of condemnation 
condition, F(1, 615) = 13.20, p < .001, ηp

2 = .021; subjects 
evaluated targets more positively when the target engaged 
in condemnation (M = 5.01, SD = 0.91) than when the other 
person engaged in condemnation (M = 4.81, SD = 0.87). 
This result confirmed our hypothesis that moral condemna-
tion serves as a signal of moral goodness.

Finally, we found a significant interaction, F(1, 615) = 
8.51, p = .004, ηp

2 = .014; the target’s use of condemna-
tion had a larger effect in the no-information condition 
than in the good-information condition. Specifically, 
when subjects were given no information about the tar-
get’s behavior, they evaluated the target significantly 
more positively when he or she condemned the trans-
gression (M = 4.73, SD = 0.94) than when the other party 
condemned the transgression (M = 4.31, SD = 0.55), mean 
difference = 0.42, 95% confidence interval (CI) = [0.25, 
0.59], t(301) = 4.77, p < .001, d = 0.55. However, in the 
good-information condition, we found no significant dif-
ference between the target-condemns condition (M = 
5.30, SD = 0.79) and the other-condemns condition (M = 
5.25, SD = 0.87), mean difference = 0.05, 95% CI = [−0.14, 
0.23], t(314) = 0.49, p = .622, d = 0.06. This result con-
firmed our hypothesis that observers rely on a person’s 
statements of condemnation as a signal of moral good-
ness only when they lack direct information about the 
person’s moral behavior.

We note that the null effect of the target expressing 
condemnation in the good-information condition does 
not appear to be a ceiling effect. In the good-information 
condition, the mean composite evaluation (5.28) was 
substantially below the scale’s ceiling (7), and subjects 
rarely used the ceiling value (only 15.5% of responses to 
the evaluative questions were a “7”).

Thus, our data support our prediction that a person’s 
condemnation of a transgression serves as a signal of moral 
behavior—when direct information about the condemner’s 
behavior is unavailable. This suggests that condemnation 
is viewed positively because it signals moral behavior.

Study 2

Study 1 sheds light on why hypocrites are typically 
thought of as liars: If condemnation signals morality, then 
hypocrites mislead other people. How, then, do hypo-
crites, who use condemnation to imply (falsely) that they 
behave morally, compare with outright liars, who directly 
state (falsely) that they behave morally? Our theory pre-
dicts that hypocrites might be seen as worse than liars in 
situations in which condemnation is perceived as a stron-
ger signal than a direct statement—and thus their decep-
tion is more misleading. Thus, in Study 2 we compared 
the signaling strength of condemnation of transgressions 
and direct statements of moral behavior.

Method

Design. The design of Study 2 was similar to that of 
Study 1, with just a few modifications. We again asked 
subjects to evaluate target characters in vignettes. In a 2 × 
2 between-subjects design, we manipulated whether the 
target sent a signal of moral goodness or not and whether 
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Fig. 1. Results from Study 1: mean composite evaluation of the targets 
as a function of condemnation condition and information condition. 
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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that signal was moral condemnation (of another person’s 
transgression) or a direct statement (that the target did 
not engage in that transgression). In all conditions, we 
provided subjects with no direct information about the 
target’s moral behavior (as in the no-information condi-
tion of Study 1), because this is the condition in which 
we found condemnation to have a significant effect on 
evaluations.

Subjects. We again recruited subjects using MTurk. As 
in Study 1, we precommitted to recruiting 800 subjects  
(n = 200 per condition); a total of 838 people actually 
completed the survey. We again analyzed the data of all 
subjects who had unique IP addresses, evaluated all the 
targets, and answered all the comprehension questions 
correctly. Our final sample consisted of 803 subjects 
(mean age = 31 years, 59% male).

Procedure. The vignettes described the same social 
groups as in Study 1 and again introduced the target and 
the other person. In each vignette, subjects were told to 
imagine having a conversation about which members 
within the social group typically engaged in the trans-
gression in question (e.g., used drugs in athletic competi-
tions). In the target-signals condition, subjects were told 
to imagine having this conversation with the target, 
whereas in the other-signals condition, subjects were told 
to imagine having it with the other person. Within this 
conversation, in the condemnation condition, subjects 
were told that the person they were talking to (the target 
or other person, depending on condition) emphasized 
his or her disapproval of the transgression. In the direct-
statement condition, subjects were instead told that the 
person they were talking to emphasized that he or she 
did not engage in the transgression. Then, in all condi-
tions, subjects evaluated the target, using the same four 
items as in Study 1.

To illustrate these changes, we present here the full 
text for the scenario about performance-enhancing drugs. 
Again, Brian is the target character, and Sam is the other 
person.

Imagine that you are an athlete on a track team. 
Recently, your coach has become concerned that 
members of the team are using an illegal performance-
enhancing drug called Vitronil. Vitronil use threatens 
your team’s eligibility to compete, and gives individual 
athletes unfair advantages.

Two of your teammates are named Brian and Sam. 
You know nothing about if either of them use Vitronil.

After this point, the passage differed across conditions, as 
follows:

Target-signals/condemnation condition: One day, 
you are having a conversation with Brian. The two 
of you are discussing how different members of 
your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are 
talking about who stays clean, and who takes 
Vitronil. In your discussion, Brian emphasizes that 
he disapproves of taking Vitronil.

Other-signals/condemnation condition: One day, 
you are having a conversation with Sam. The two 
of you are discussing how different members of 
your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are 
talking about who stays clean, and who takes 
Vitronil. In your discussion, Sam emphasizes that 
he disapproves of taking Vitronil.

Target-signals/direct-statement condition: One day, 
you are having a conversation with Brian. The two 
of you are discussing how different members of 
your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are 
talking about who stays clean, and who takes 
Vitronil. In your discussion, Brian emphasizes that 
he does not take Vitronil.

Other-signals/direct-statement condition: One day, 
you are having a conversation with Sam. The two 
of you are discussing how different members of 
your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are 
talking about who stays clean, and who takes 
Vitronil. In your discussion, Sam emphasizes that 
he does not take Vitronil.

After reading each vignette, subjects answered one com-
prehension question to ensure that they understood the 
story. They were allowed to continue participating even 
if they answered a question incorrectly; however, as in 
Study 1, we analyzed only the responses of subjects who 
showed perfect comprehension across all the vignettes. 
Overall, 99.1% of the subjects met this criterion (i.e., 7 
subjects were excluded because of imperfect compre-
hension). We found no significant differences between 
conditions in the percentage of subjects who showed 
perfect comprehension, χ2(3, N = 810) = 0.50, p = .919. As 
in Study 1, we found high interitem reliability among our 
four individual dependent measures of evaluation of the 
targets (α = .88), and we averaged these ratings to create 
a composite scale (see the Supplemental Material for 
analyses of the individual dependent measures).

Results

To test our predictions, we conducted a 2 (signaler: target 
vs. other person) × 2 (signal type: direct statement vs. 
condemnation) ANOVA predicting mean positive evaluations 
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of the targets across the vignettes (see Fig. 2). We found 
a significant main effect of signal type, F(1, 799) = 9.92,  
p = .002, ηp

2 = .012; subjects evaluated targets more posi-
tively in the condemnation condition (M = 4.56, SD = 
0.86) than in the direct-statement condition (M = 4.42,  
SD = 0.71). This result demonstrates that, overall, reading 
about a conversation in which a transgression was mor-
ally condemned led subjects to evaluate the target more 
positively than reading about a conversation in which a 
character directly stated that he or she did not engage in 
that behavior.

We also found a significant main effect of signaler, F(1, 
799) = 198.62, p < .001, ηp

2 = .199; subjects evaluated 
targets more positively when the target signaled (M = 
4.85, SD = 0.84) than when the other person signaled (M = 
4.15, SD = 0.56). This result demonstrates that, overall, 
targets’ verbal signals of their moral goodness (condem-
nation and direct statements) successfully conferred rep-
utational benefits to the targets.

Finally, as predicted, we observed a significant interac-
tion of signaler and signal type, F(1, 799) = 14.01, p < .001, 
ηp

2 = .017; reading about condemnation of a transgression 
rather than a direct statement about behaving morally had 
a larger positive effect on evaluations of the target when 
the target signaled than when the other person signaled. 
In the target-signals condition, we observed a significant 
simple effect of signal type, with subjects evaluating the 
targets more positively when they engaged in condemna-
tion (M = 5.02, SD = 0.90) than when they gave direct 
statements (M = 4.68, SD = 0.74), mean difference = 0.34, 
95% CI = [0.18, 0.50], t(397) = 4.15, p < .001, d = 0.42. 
However, in the other-signals condition, we found no sig-
nificant difference between the condemnation condition 
(M = 4.13, SD = 0.53) and the direct-statement condition 
(M = 4.16, SD = 0.59), mean difference = −0.03, 95% CI = 
[−0.14, 0.08], t(402) = −0.53, p = .596, d = −0.05. This result 
demonstrates that condemnation of a transgression can 

act as a stronger signal of one’s own moral goodness than 
a direct statement of moral behavior.

Study 3

Our results in Study 2 suggest that condemnation can be a 
more persuasive signal of morality than a direct statement 
that one behaves morally. This implies that hypocrites may 
be judged even more negatively than straightforward liars: 
Their dishonesty may be more misleading, and may earn 
them larger undue reputation benefits. Additionally, hypo-
crites’ false signals may be more destructive than liars’ false 
statements (e.g., because their moral condemnation can 
malign and shame other people). In Study 3, we tested the 
prediction that hypocrites, who condemn transgressions 
they engage in, are judged more negatively than both (a) 
control transgressors, who engage in identical transgres-
sions but do not condemn them, and (b) direct liars, who 
engage in identical transgressions but directly state that 
they do not. 

Method

To test these predictions, we designed a new paradigm to 
evaluate perceptions of hypocrites. We created vignettes 
in which a target character discusses an acquaintance’s 
moral transgression and then privately goes on to engage 
in the same transgression. We manipulated whether, in 
addition to committing the transgression, the target was a 
hypocrite, a (direct) liar, or neither.

On the basis of pilot testing, we selected transgressions 
that were perceived as more mild than those used in our 
first two studies (e.g., illegally downloading music, rather 
than using performance-enhancing drugs) to avoid floor 
effects—that is, to prevent the wrongness of the transgres-
sions themselves from dominating subjects’ evaluations of 
the targets (and consequently making it difficult to detect 
an effect of hypocrisy or lying). Additionally, we simplified 
our design by eliminating gender matching of the vignette 
characters and subjects and by dropping the comprehen-
sion questions. Finally, we adjusted our dependent mea-
sures. In our first two studies, we were interested in the 
signals that condemnation sends, so our dependent mea-
sures focused on predictions of the target’s future moral 
behavior. In contrast, in Study 3 (and in Studies 4 and 5), 
we were interested in the implications of our theory for 
disapproval of hypocrites, so our dependent measures 
focused more on evaluations of the target as a person.

Design. We again presented subjects with vignettes and 
asked them to evaluate the target characters in the 
vignettes. In a three-condition, between-subjects design, 
we manipulated whether, before engaging in the relevant 
moral violation, the target character (a) condemned the 
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Fig. 2. Results from Study 2: mean composite evaluation of the targets 
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violation (hypocrisy condition), (b) directly stated that he 
or she did not engage in the violation (liar condition), or 
(c) said nothing (control-transgressor condition). We pre-
dicted that subjects would evaluate hypocrites as both 
worse than control transgressors and worse than liars.

Subjects. We recruited subjects online using MTurk. 
Because we were no longer predicting an interaction 
between conditions, we reduced our target cell size from 
200 to 150 subjects, as per our standard protocol; thus, 
we precommitted to recruiting 450 subjects. A total of 461 
people actually completed the survey. We analyzed the 
data of all subjects who had unique IP addresses and 
who had evaluated all the target characters. Our final 
sample consisted of 451 subjects (mean age = 35 years, 
47% male).

Procedure. Each vignette described a conversation 
between two characters: a target (whom subjects would 
later evaluate) and a friend (whom subjects would not 
evaluate). In all conditions, this conversation began with 
the target and the friend discussing a mutual acquain-
tance. In this discussion, the friend mentioned that the 
mutual acquaintance often engaged in a particular moral 
transgression.

In the hypocrisy condition, the target responded to the 
friend by condemning the transgression. In contrast, in the 
liar condition, the target responded by directly stating that 
he or she did not engage in the relevant transgression. 
Finally, in the control-transgressor condition, we did not 
include any information about a response from the target. 
Shortly after this conversation ended, in all conditions, the 
target went on to commit the relevant violation.

For example, here is the full text for a scenario about 
downloading music illegally. In this scenario, Becky is 
the target character, and Amanda is the friend. In all con-
ditions, the vignette began as follows:

Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing a 
mutual acquaintance. Amanda mentions that the 
acquaintance often downloads music illegally from 
the Internet.

In the hypocrisy condition, the scenario continued,

Becky says that she thinks it is morally wrong to 
download music illegally from the Internet. Shortly 
after their conversation, Becky goes online, and 
downloads music illegally.

In the liar condition, the scenario instead continued,

Becky says that she doesn’t download music 
illegally from the Internet. Shortly after their 

conversation, Becky goes online, and downloads 
music illegally.

Finally, in the control-transgressor condition, nothing was 
said about Becky’s opinion or behavior, and the scenario 
simply ended with

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, 
and downloads music illegally.

Each subject was presented with four vignettes (in ran-
dom order), about downloading music illegally, evading 
jury duty, ignoring phone calls from one’s mother, and 
wasting paper by printing documents single-sided.

After reading each vignette, subjects evaluated the tar-
get. We asked subjects to rate how good a person the 
target was, how much they liked the target, how honest 
they thought the target was, and how trustworthy they 
thought the target was. Further, as a manipulation check, 
and to conduct an exploratory investigation into how 
subjects conceptualize “hypocrisy,” we asked them to rate 
how hypocritical the target was. These five dependent 
measures were presented in random order for each 
vignette. Subjects responded to each item on a sliding 
scale, with anchors reading not at all [trait] to very [trait] 
(e.g., not at all trustworthy to very trustworthy). The slid-
ing scales did not have any numerical labels, but 
responses were translated to scores ranging from 0 (not 
at all) to 100 (very).

We found high interitem reliability among our four pri-
mary individual dependent measures (i.e., excluding our 
hypocrisy variable, which was used as a manipulation 
check; α = .96). Thus, as in Studies 1 and 2, we averaged 
these ratings to create a composite scale representing posi-
tive evaluations of the target and used this composite as 
our dependent variable in the analyses reported here 
(analyses investigating the individual dependent measures 
are reported in the Supplemental Material). We note that 
including the hypocrisy measure in our composite variable 
did not qualitatively affect our conclusions; however, 
results from the hypocrisy measure followed a somewhat 
different pattern than results from the other measures, and 
provide insight into the ways that subjects use the term 
“hypocrisy” (see the Supplemental Material).

Results

To test our prediction, we conducted a one-way ANOVA 
investigating the effect of condition on positive evalua-
tions of the targets across the vignettes (see Fig. 3). We 
found a significant effect of condition, F(2, 448) = 26.48,  
p < .001, ηp

2 = .106. We followed up with pairwise com-
parisons and found that hypocrites (M = 32.07, SD = 15.93) 
were evaluated as worse than liars (M = 36.15, SD = 15.37), 
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mean difference = −4.08, 95% CI = [−7.63, −0.53], t(299) = 
−2.26, p = .025, d = −0.26, who were evaluated as worse 
than control transgressors (M = 44.77, SD = 14.89), mean 
difference = −8.62, 95% CI = [−12.04, −5.20], t(301) =  
−4.96, p < .001, d = −0.57. This result confirmed our pre-
diction that hypocrites would be seen as worse than liars. 
It also demonstrates that people disapprove of false sig-
nalers (hypocrites and liars) more than they disapprove of 
people who commit the same transgressions but do not 
condemn other people for those transgressions or lie 
about engaging in them.

Study 4

In Study 4, we moved to testing our theory’s key predic-
tion that hypocrites are perceived negatively because of 
their false signals. If the negative perception of hypocrisy 
is caused by hypocrites’ false signaling, people we refer to 
as honest hypocrites (who avoid sending false signals) 
should not be judged negatively. Honest hypocrites fail to 
live up to their own moral standards and criticize other 
people for behaviors they themselves engage in, but 
admit that they sometimes commit the deeds they con-
demn. Honest hypocrites thus condemn without signal-
ing, and analyzing subjects’ evaluations of such characters 
allowed us to test our false-signaling theory against sev-
eral alternatives: If traditional hypocrites are disliked 
because they are inconsistent, unpredictable, weak willed, 
or intentionally immoral, people should dislike honest 
hypocrites, too. However, if people dislike traditional 
hypocrites because they send false signals, honest hypo-
crites should not be judged as worse than nonhypocritical 
transgressors.

Method

Design. In Study 4, we compared evaluations of honest 
hypocrites with evaluations of traditional hypocrites and 

control transgressors. To this end, we used the same 
design as in Study 3, but replaced the liar condition with 
an honest-hypocrite condition. In the honest-hypocrite 
condition, the target responded to the friend by stating 
that he or she believed the behavior in question to be 
morally wrong but sometimes behaved that way anyway.

Thus, in a three-condition, between-subjects design, 
we manipulated whether, before engaging in the relevant 
moral transgression, the target (a) condemned the viola-
tion (traditional-hypocrite condition), (b) condemned the 
violation but explicitly negated any signaling value of the 
condemnation (honest-hypocrite condition), or (c) said 
nothing (control-transgressor condition). We predicted 
that subjects would evaluate honest hypocrites as no 
worse than control transgressors (and that traditional 
hypocrites would be seen as worse than both honest 
hypocrites and control transgressors).

Subjects. As in Study 3, we recruited subjects online 
using MTurk. We precommitted to recruiting 450 subjects 
(n = 150 per condition), and a total of 457 actually com-
pleted the survey. We analyzed responses from all sub-
jects who had unique IP addresses and had evaluated all 
the vignettes. Our final sample consisted of 452 subjects 
(mean age = 35 years, 41% male).

Procedure. The procedure for presenting the vignettes 
and measuring evaluations of targets was identical to that 
in Study 3, except that we replaced the liar condition 
with an honest-hypocrite condition. For example, here is 
the full text for the scenario about downloading music 
illegally. Again, Becky is the target character, and Amanda 
is the friend. The scenario began as follows:

Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing a 
mutual acquaintance. Amanda mentions that the 
acquaintance often downloads music illegally from 
the Internet.

In the traditional-hypocrite condition, the scenario con-
tinued with

Becky says that she thinks it is morally wrong to 
download music illegally from the Internet. Shortly 
after their conversation, Becky goes online, and 
downloads music illegally.

In the honest-hypocrite condition, the passage instead 
continued with

Becky says that she thinks it is morally wrong to 
download music illegally from the Internet, but that 
she sometimes does it anyway. Shortly after their 
conversation, Becky goes online, and downloads 
music illegally.
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Finally, in the control-transgressor condition, nothing was 
said about Becky’s opinion or behavior, and the passage 
simply ended with

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, 
and downloads music illegally.

As in Study 3, we found a high interitem reliability among 
our four individual primary dependent measures (α = 
.94) and averaged responses to them to create a single 
composite measure (see the Supplemental Material for 
analyses investigating the individual dependent mea-
sures, including the measure of subjects’ concept of 
“hypocrisy”).

Results

To test our prediction, we conducted a one-way ANOVA 
investigating the effect of condition on positive evalua-
tions of the targets across the vignettes (see Fig. 4). We 
found a significant effect of condition, F(2, 449) = 35.62,  
p < .001, ηp

2 = .137. Pairwise comparisons revealed that 
traditional hypocrites (M = 34.35, SD = 13.76) were evalu-
ated more negatively than both honest hypocrites (M = 
46.62, SD = 14.01), mean difference = −12.28, 95% CI = 
[−15.41, −9.14], t(301) = −7.69, p < .001, d = −0.88, and 
control transgressors (M = 45.21, SD = 13.84), mean differ-
ence = −10.87, 95% CI = [−13.99, −7.74], t(300) = −6.84,  
p < .001, d = −0.79. Additionally, we found that evaluations 
of honest hypocrites and control transgressors did not dif-
fer, mean difference = 1.41, 95% CI = [−1.76, 4.58], t(297) = 
0.88, p = .382, d = 0.10. Thus, as predicted, our honest-
hypocrite manipulation fully eliminated disapproval of 
hypocrisy; honest hypocrites received ratings that were no 
worse than the ratings of control transgressors.

Study 5

In Study 4, honest hypocrites, whose condemnation was 
stripped of its signaling function, were not judged more 
negatively than control transgressors, who engaged in 
transgressions without condemnation. However, it is pos-
sible that honest hypocrites are in fact judged negatively 
for their hypocrisy, but are given additional credit for 
voluntarily disclosing their transgressions, which offsets 
the negative evaluation of their hypocrisy. In Study 5, we 
tested this alternative explanation by investigating evalu-
ations of hypocrites who disclosed transgressions that 
were unrelated to their condemnation, and thus did not 
negate the false signals implied by their condemnation.

Method

Design. In Study 5, we modified our Study 4 design to 
include a disclosure-hypocrite condition that involved 
hypocrisy (condemnation followed by transgression) and 
a disclosure about a transgression unrelated to the con-
demnation. To this end, we altered our vignettes so that 
the targets in all conditions committed two moral trans-
gressions, rather than one, and we presented our vignettes 
in a way that naturally introduced these two transgres-
sions. Then, in a four-condition, between-subjects design, 
we manipulated whether, before engaging in these two 
transgressions, the targets (a) condemned one transgres-
sion (traditional hypocrite), (b) condemned one transgres-
sion and admitted to engaging in the other transgression 
(disclosure hypocrite), (c) condemned one transgression 
and admitted to engaging in that same transgression (hon-
est hypocrite), or (d) said nothing (control transgressor).

Thus, both the disclosure hypocrite and the honest 
hypocrite ultimately committed the same two violations. 
They also each condemned one of the violations and 
admitted to committing one of the violations. However, 
only the honest hypocrite admitted to committing the 
same violation he or she condemned, and thus negated 
the false signal implied by that condemnation. We pre-
dicted that whereas honest hypocrites would be seen as 
no worse than control transgressors (because their hypoc-
risy did not involve false signaling), disclosure hypocrites 
would be seen as no better than traditional hypocrites 
(because their hypocrisy still involved false signaling, 
despite also involving disclosure).

Subjects. As in Study 4, we recruited subjects online using 
MTurk. We precommitted to recruiting 150 subjects per con-
dition (i.e., a total of 600 subjects). A total of 612 subjects 
actually completed the survey. All of these subjects had 
unique IP addresses and had evaluated all the vignettes, so 
none were excluded from analyses. Thus, our final sample 
consisted of 612 subjects (mean age = 34 years, 48% male).
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Procedure. To implement our design, we collapsed our 
four vignettes (in which each target committed one viola-
tion) into two vignettes (in which each target committed 
two violations). Specifically, in one vignette, the target 
downloaded music illegally and ignored his or her moth-
er’s phone calls, and in the other, the target tried to get 
out of jury duty and wasted paper by printing single-
sided. We presented subjects with both vignettes in a 
random order.

We modified each vignette to structure the target’s 
conversation around the two moral transgressions at 
hand. Specifically, we introduced the two moral issues by 
explaining that the target and the friend were discussing 
issues in their lives and then listing the relevant topics as 
examples (e.g., downloading music illegally and answer-
ing parents’ phone calls). Then, depending on the condi-
tion, the vignette presented any relevant condemnation 
and disclosure information. Finally, the vignette indicated 
that the target went on to commit both transgressions.

For example, here is the full text for the scenario about 
downloading music illegally and answering parents’ 
phone calls. Again, Becky is the target character, and 
Amanda is the friend. In all conditions, the vignette began 
as follows:

Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing 
issues in their lives, like downloading music and 
answering their parents’ phone calls.

In the traditional-hypocrite condition, the vignette 
continued,

Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally 
wrong when people download music illegally from 
the Internet. Shortly after their conversation, Becky 
goes online, and downloads music illegally. She 
also notices that her mother is calling, and ignores 
the call.

In the disclosure-hypocrite condition, the passage instead 
read,

Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally 
wrong when people download music illegally from 
the Internet, but that she sometimes ignores her 
mother’s phone calls. Shortly after their conversation, 
Becky goes online, and downloads music illegally. 
She also notices that her mother is calling, and 
ignores the call.

In the honest-hypocrite condition, the passage read,

Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally 
wrong when people download music illegally from 

the Internet, but that she sometimes does it anyway. 
Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, 
and downloads music illegally. She also notices that 
her mother is calling, and ignores the call.

Finally, in the control-transgressor condition, there was 
no mention of Becky’s opinion or behavior, and the pas-
sage simply ended with

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, 
and downloads music illegally. She also notices that 
her mother is calling, and ignores the call.

We orthogonally counterbalanced both (a) which of the 
two transgressions we listed first (when introducing them 
and explaining that the target engaged in them) and (b) 
which of the two transgressions was condemned by the 
targets in the three hypocrite conditions (and conse-
quently, which transgression was disclosed by the targets 
in the disclosure-hypocrite condition—as this was always 
the noncondemned transgression).

With the exception of these modifications, Study 5 was 
identical to Study 4, and thus used the same dependent 
measures. We again found a high interitem reliability 
among our four individual primary dependent measures 
(α = .93) and averaged them to create a single composite 
measure (see the Supplemental Material for analyses 
investigating the individual dependent measures, includ-
ing the measure of subject’s concept of “hypocrisy”).

Results

To test our predictions, we conducted a one-way ANOVA 
investigating the effect of condition on positive evalua-
tions of the targets across the vignettes (see Fig. 5). We 
found a significant effect of condition, F(3, 608) = 28.60, 
p < .001, ηp

2 = .124. As in Study 4, pairwise comparisons 
revealed that honest hypocrites (M = 41.94, SD = 14.51) 
were evaluated more positively than traditional hypo-
crites (M = 28.22, SD = 15.30), mean difference = 13.73, 
95% CI = [10.38, 17.08], t(305) = −8.06, p < .001, d = −0.92, 
and were seen as no worse than control transgressors (M =  
38.85, SD = 15.94). In fact, honest hypocrites were seen 
as marginally better than control transgressors in Study 5, 
mean difference = 3.09, 95% CI = [−0.34, 6.53], t(303) = 
1.77, p = .077, d = 0.20.

Critically, pairwise comparisons also revealed that dis-
closure hypocrites, who merely admitted to committing a 
moral transgression but did not negate the false signal 
implied by their condemnation, did not receive similarly 
positive evaluations. Disclosure hypocrites (M = 30.03, SD =  
15.95) were seen as significantly worse than honest hypo-
crites, mean difference = −11.91, 95% CI = [−15.34, −8.48], 
t(304) = −6.83, p < .001, d = −0.78, and were not seen as 
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significantly better than traditional hypocrites, mean differ-
ence = 1.81, 95% CI = [−1.70, 5.32], t(305) = 1.02, p = .310, 
d = 0.12. This result demonstrates that, as predicted, mere 
disclosure is insufficient to eliminate subjects’ disapproval 
of hypocrites: Hypocritical targets must use disclosure that 
negates the false signals implied by their condemnation in 
order to eliminate this disapproval.

General Discussion

We have sought to explain why hypocrites—who condemn 
transgressions they engage in—are seen as worse than 
individuals who commit the same transgressions without 
condemning them. The puzzle, as we see it, is this: Con-
demnation of bad behavior is typically seen as virtuous 
(because it discourages that behavior), and people who do 
not condemn bad behavior can be seen as second-order 
free riders (Yamagishi, 1986). So why do hypocrites get 
moral blame—not credit—for their condemnation?

Our experiments provide an answer: Hypocrites are 
disliked because they falsely signal that they behave mor-
ally. This theory explains that hypocrites do in fact free-
ride; they do so not by refusing to condemn bad behavior, 
but by using condemnation to imply that they will behave 
morally—without incurring the costs of actually doing so.

Our findings, by elucidating the conditions under 
which hypocrisy is perceived negatively by other people, 
may shed light on previous work showing that hypocrites 
themselves experience hypocrisy as aversive, and may 
explain why a fear of hypocrisy in public contexts is 
especially effective at motivating virtuous behavior 
(Aronson et al., 1991).

Our results support our theory of hypocrisy by dem-
onstrating that condemnation of immoral behavior is per-
ceived as a signal of moral behavior (Study 1) that can be 
more convincing than directly stating that one behaves 
morally (Study 2). These results are consistent with 

theories that moral language conveys much beyond its 
literal meaning (Strandberg, 2012), and that condemna-
tion communicates information about one’s values and 
behaviors (Baumeister et al., 2004). Condemnation may 
also be interpreted as a more sincere signal of morality 
compared with direct statements because, at first blush, 
condemning other people is less obviously self-promo-
tional than stating that one behaves morally. Because peo-
ple actively monitor social information for its veracity 
(Barasch, Levine, Berman, & Small, 2014; Fein, Hilton, & 
Miller, 1990; Hess & Hagen, 2006; Lin-Healy & Small, 2012), 
and overt self-promotion can thus backfire (Gordon, 1996), 
condemnation may be a more persuasive signal.

These results also build on the finding that people 
who punish selfishness in economic-game experiments 
are trusted not to act selfishly themselves (Barclay, 2006; 
Horita, 2010; Jordan et al., 2016; Nelissen, 2008; Raihani 
& Bshary, 2015a, 2015b). Verbal condemnation can func-
tion as costly punishment (Fehr & Fischbacher, 2004): It 
harms the transgressor’s reputation and is also risky for 
the condemner—because the transgressor might retaliate 
(e.g., by publicizing the condemner’s misdeeds). Previ-
ous research has shown that punishment can function as 
a costly signal (Zahavi, 1975) of morality, so long as pun-
ishing is less costly for people who typically behave mor-
ally than for those who behave immorally ( Jordan et al., 
2016; Jordan & Rand, 2016). Perhaps, then, verbal con-
demnation of immoral behavior is perceived as a strong 
signal because it acts as a costly signal—in ways that 
direct statements that one behaves morally (which carry 
few costs) do not. Future research should explicitly inves-
tigate the effect of cost on perceptions of condemnation 
of immorality, direct statements of one’s own morality, 
and other signals of morality. Moreover, future research 
should investigate whether praising good behavior sig-
nals morality. Praising an action one does not engage in 
may inspire less outrage than condemning behavior one 
does engage in, if praise serves as a weaker signal of 
morality because it is less costly (i.e., the target of praise 
is unlikely to retaliate).

Studies 1 and 2 also extend theories about credibility-
enhancing displays (Henrich, 2009)—costly indicators 
that one holds a particular belief (e.g., eating a mush-
room to signal that one believes it is healthy). Much as 
actions can undermine credibility, hypocrisy negates a 
signal implied by condemnation. Whereas credibility-
enhancing displays signal beliefs about states of the 
world, we have shown that condemnation signals future 
moral behavior.

Our theory is further supported by Studies 3 through 5, 
which showed that people dislike hypocrites more than 
direct liars, and that this is because hypocrites falsely sig-
nal. One straightforward explanation for why hypocrites’ 
false signals inspire moral outrage is that misleading other 
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people is generally regarded as wrong (Bell & Whaley, 
1991)—and hypocrites are especially misleading, because 
condemnation is an especially convincing signal.

A hypocrite’s false signals may rouse further disap-
proval, moreover, because they lead to negative out-
comes, such as unfairly boosting the hypocrite’s reputation 
or shaming other people into changing their behavior 
while the hypocrite carries on. Furthermore, unlike direct 
statements that one behaves morally, condemnation can 
harm other people by maligning the condemned—which 
may make hypocrisy seem particularly wrong (Crockett, 
Kurth-Nelson, Siegel, Dayan, & Dolan, 2014; Eber, 2007; 
Smith, Parrott, Ozer, & Moniz, 1994). Consistent with the 
hypothesis that hypocrites are judged as worse than liars 
for reasons beyond their being more misleading, our sup-
plementary analyses showed that hypocrites were rated 
especially negatively relative to liars on measures of 
being likeable and a good person; the difference between 
ratings of hypocrites and liars was smaller on measures 
of trust and honesty (see the Supplemental Material).

An important future direction is to investigate percep-
tions of condemnation and hypocrisy across cultures. 
Our data are limited to American MTurk samples, which 
raises questions about the generalizability of our results 
(Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). (We note, though, 
that within our samples, results were robust across 
demographic variables; see the Supplemental Material.) 
Alth ough condemnation appears to be widespread across 
cultures, its prevalence does vary substantially (Henrich 
et al., 2006). How does this variance correlate with the 
signal value of condemnation and with disapproval of 
hypocrites? Future research should address this question, 
and also investigate hypocrisy in less contrived contexts 
(e.g., reported examples from daily life) and other cultur-
ally relevant domains (e.g., religious hypocrisy).

In conclusion, we propose that hypocrites are disliked 
because their condemnation falsely signals moral good-
ness. We have supported this theory with evidence that 
when condemnation’s signaling value is negated, hypoc-
risy is forgiven.
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Supplementary analyses 
 

Analyses of “hypocrisy” DV in Studies 3-5 

 

 In Studies 3-5, we included hypocrisy as a dependent variable (DV), both as a 

manipulation check, and as a way to investigate subjects’ conceptions of the term “hypocrisy.” 

Including the hypocrisy measure in our positive evaluation composite does not qualitatively 

affect our conclusions; however, results from the hypocrisy measure do pattern somewhat 

differently than the other items, and provide insight into the ways that subjects use the term 

“hypocrisy.” Thus, we report these analyses here. 

Study 3 

In Study 3, we compared traditional hypocrites to liars and control transgressors. Here we 

report hypocrisy ratings across these conditions. 

For this analysis, we conducted a one-way ANOVA investigating the effect of condition 

on hypocrisy ratings. We found a significant effect of condition, F(2,448) = 71.49, p <.001, ηp
2 

= 

.242. We followed up with pairwise comparisons, and found that hypocrites (M = 76.87, SD = 

22.72) were seen as more hypocritical than liars (M = 70.38, SD = 19.06) (t(299) = 2.69, p = 

.008, d = .31), who in turn were seen as more hypocritical than control transgressors (M = 49.24, 

SD = 20.83) (t(301) = 9.22, p < .001, d = 1.06).  

Thus, unsurprisingly, hypocrites were perceived as more hypocritical than non-hypocrites 

(liars and control transgressors); this serves as a manipulation check. Interestingly, we found that 

non-hypocrites were far from the floor on our hypocrisy scale: control transgressors were rated 

around the midpoint, and liars were rated almost three quarters of the way to the maximum rating 

of hypocrisy. Furthermore, we found that liars were seen as more hypocritical than control 

transgressors. These results suggest that (at least some) subjects applied the term “hypocritical” 
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loosely, perhaps as a way to condemn any form of negative or deceptive behavior—rather than 

strictly defining hypocrites as those who both commit and condemn the same transgression. 

Study 4 

In Study 4, we compared traditional hypocrites to honest hypocrites and control 

transgressors. Here we report hypocrisy ratings across these conditions. 

For this analysis, we again conducted a one-way ANOVA investigating the effect of 

condition on hypocrisy. We found a significant effect of condition, F(2,449) = 83.19, p <.001, 

ηp
2 

= .270. We followed up with pairwise comparisons, and found that traditional hypocrites (M 

= 78.46, SD = 19.65) were seen as more hypocritical than honest hypocrites (M = 64.92, SD = 

20.19) (t(301) = 5.91, p < .001, d = .68), who in turn were seen as more hypocritical than control 

transgressors (M = 48.16, SD = 21.45) (t(297) = 6.96, p < .001, d = .80).  

Thus, we replicate our findings from Study 3, in which traditional hypocrites were 

perceived as more hypocritical than control transgressors, and control transgressors were near the 

midpoint of the scale. Furthermore, we find that honest hypocrites are perceived as 

intermediately hypocritical: they are seen as less hypocritical than traditional hypocrites, but as 

more hypocritical than control transgressors. This again suggests that subjects may use the term 

“hypocritical” loosely as a way to condemn negative and deceptive behavior. However, it also 

suggests that to some degree, subjects recognize the “hypocrisy” of honest hypocrites—even 

though they seem not to translate this judgment into negative evaluations. As Study 4 showed, 

evaluations of honest hypocrites were no more negative than evaluations of control transgressors. 

Study 5 

In Study 5, we compared traditional hypocrites to disclosure hypocrites, honest 

hypocrites, and control transgressors. Here we report hypocrisy ratings across these conditions. 
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For this analysis, we again conducted a one-way ANOVA investigating the effect of 

condition on hypocrisy. We found a significant effect of condition, F(3,608) = 69.29, p <.001, 

ηp
2 

= .255. We followed up with pairwise comparisons, and found that traditional hypocrites (M 

= 80.75, SD = 21.10) were seen as more hypocritical than disclosure hypocrites (M = 75.60, SD 

= 19.90) (t(305) = 2.20, p = .028, d = .25), who were seen as more hypocritical than honest 

hypocrites (M = 65.07, SD = 23.06) (t(304) = 4.28, p < .001, d = .49), who were seen as more 

hypocritical than control transgressors (M = 48.12, SD = 21.37) (t(303) = 6.66, p < .001, d = .76). 

Thus, we replicate our pattern of results from Study 4. Interestingly, we also find that 

disclosure hypocrites are seen as intermediately hypocritical, relative to traditional and honest 

hypocrites. Disclosure hypocrites’ decision to disclose transgressions that are unrelated to their 

condemnation therefore appears to make them seem somewhat less hypocritical than traditional 

hypocrites, although this boost does not translate into significantly more positive evaluations of 

them. 

Conclusions 

 In sum, subjects’ use of the term “hypocritical” appears to reflect the general sense that a 

target behaves badly or deceptively: targets who were evaluated negatively were often called 

“hypocritical,” even when they did not conform to the understanding of hypocrisy that we had in 

mind (condemning a transgression that one engages in). Nonetheless, subjects also seemed 

somewhat attuned to our understanding of hypocrisy: honest hypocrites (who did condemn a 

transgression they engaged in) were seen as more hypocritical than control transgressors (who 

did not) despite not being evaluated more negatively overall. 

Thus, subjects displayed a mixed conception of hypocrisy. One interesting open question 

is whether this pattern reflects individual differences in how the term is used, or whether single 
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individuals would show the same patterns we observed overall in a within-subjects design. 

Another interesting question is whether we would have obtained different results had our only 

DV been hypocrisy. Perhaps part of why hypocrisy patterned, to some extent, with general 

negative evaluations (and why non-hypocrites were rated as hypocritical) is that subjects were 

rating hypocrisy on the same page as they were providing their general evaluations of targets, 

and there may have been “spillover” between measures. 
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Analyses of individual dependent measures in Studies 1-5 

 

In all of our analyses presented in the main text, we used a composite positive evaluation 

measure as our dependent variable. In Studies 1 and 2, this composite was computed as the 

average of ratings of (i) the perceived likelihood that the target would not transgress in the 

future, (ii) specific trust of the target, (iii) general trust of the target, and (iv) liking of the target. 

In Studies 3-5, this composite was computed as the average of ratings of (i) how good a person 

the target was, (ii) liking of the target, (iii) trust of the target, and (iv) honesty of the target. In all 

five studies, we computed and analyzed a composite variable because we found high inter-item 

reliability among our four dependent variables. For completeness, we also investigated possible 

differences between dependent measures, and found that results were largely qualitatively 

equivalent across individual measures. Here, we report our analyses of individual dependent 

measures.  

Specifically, we report two sets of analyses. First, for each of Studies 1-5, we conducted 

mixed-effects ANOVAs where condition variables are between-subject factors, and measure 

type (i.e. which DV?) is a within-subject factor. We found significant interactions between 

condition variables and measure type for each study. Second, based on these interactions, for 

each study, we redid our ANOVAs from the main text (with condition variables as between-

subject factors, and no within-subject factors) separately for each measure type, and plotted the 

results by condition separately for each measure type. These separate ANOVAs and plots 

demonstrate that (i) the overall pattern of results by condition is robust and holds across 

dependent measures and (ii) the size of the differences between some pairs of conditions does 

vary between dependent measures (the implications of this variation is discussed below). 
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Mixed-effects ANOVAs 

 We begin by reporting, for each study, whether the effects of condition variables differed 

significantly by dependent measure type. For Study 1, we conducted a mixed-effects ANOVA 

with evaluation of the target (averaged across the four vignettes) as the dependent variable. We 

used condemnation (target condemns vs. other condemns), information (good information vs. no 

information), and their interaction as between-subjects factors, and we used measure type 

(likelihood of future transgression vs. specific trust vs. general trust vs. liking) as a within-

subjects factor. Crucially, we were interested in interactions between the between-subjects 

factors and the within-subjects factor, which answer the question of whether condition effects 

differed significantly by dependent measure type. We found a significant two-way interaction 

between condemnation and measure type, F(3,1845) = 16.43, p < .001, as well as a significant 

two-way interaction between information and measure type, F(3,1845) = 5.61, p < .001. We did 

not, however, find a significant three-way interaction between condemnation, information, and 

measure type, F(3,1845) = 1.34, p = .261. These results demonstrate that the main effects of 

condemnation and information both differ significantly by measure type, but the interaction 

between condemnation and information does not. 

 For Study 2, we repeated this analysis approach, with the substitution that our between-

subjects condition variables were signaling (target signals vs. other signals) and signal type 

(direct statements vs. moral condemnation). We found a significant two-way interaction between 

signaling and measure type, F(3,2397) = 7.30, p < .001, a significant two-way interaction 

between signal type and measure type, F(3,2397) = 3.80, p = .010. We also found a significant 

three-way interaction between signaling, signal type, and measure type, F(3,2397) = 2.86, p = 
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.035. These results demonstrate that the main effects of signaling and signal type both differ 

significantly by measure type, as does the interaction between signaling and signal type. 

 For Study 3, we again conducted a mixed-effects ANOVA with evaluation of the target 

(averaged across the four vignettes) as the dependent variable. We used condition (hypocrite vs. 

liar vs. control transgressor) as a between-subjects factor, and we used measure type (good 

person vs. liking vs. trust vs. honesty) as a within-subjects factor. We were interested in the 

interaction between condition and measure type, and found a significant interaction, F(6,1344) = 

15.56, p <. 001. This demonstrates that the effect of condition differs significantly by measure 

type. 

 For Study 4, we repeated this analysis approach, with the substitution that our condition 

variable tracked different conditions (traditional hypocrite vs. honest hypocrite vs. control 

transgressor). We found a significant interaction between condition and measure type, F(6,1347) 

= 19.52, p < .001, demonstrating that the effect of condition differs significantly by measure 

type. 

For Study 5, we repeated this analysis approach, with the substitution that our condition 

variable tracked different conditions (traditional hypocrite vs. honest hypocrite vs. disclosure 

hypocrite vs. control transgressor). We found a significant interaction between condition and 

measure type, F(9,1824) = 4.64, p < .001, demonstrating that the effect of condition differs 

significantly by measure type. 
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Analyses by measure type  

Thus, in all five studies, we found evidence that the effects of our condition variables 

differed significantly by measure type. To investigate these differences, we redid our ANOVAs 

from the main text (with condition variables as between-subject factors, and no within-subject 

favors), and present follow-up pairwise t-tests, separately for each measure type. We also plotted 

results by condition separately for each measure type. To facilitate a comparison of results across 

measure type, for each study, we present statistical tests for each dependent measure in a table. 

For all studies, we find qualitatively similar patterns of results across measures, although effect 

sizes vary, and not all statistical tests for all measures reach significance. Below, these results by 

measure are presented for each study.  
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The key Study 1 results, reported in the main text, were a significant positive Information 

X Condemnation interaction, and a significant positive effect of Condemnation in the No 

Information condition. As can be seen in the third and fourth columns of Table S1, these two 

results are qualitatively robust across all four measures. Interestingly, the effects appear stronger 

for the more “specific” measures (probability of not transgressing and specific trust) than for the 

more “general” measures (general trust and liking). See Conclusion section for a discussion of 

possible implications of these differences. 

 Table S1. Results by measure in Study 1 

 

Info X Condemn ANOVA Pairwise t-tests: effect of target condemning 

Measure Info Condemn Info X Condemn No info Good info 

Prob. of not 

transgressing F(1,615)=77.11, p<.001 F(1,615)=35.43, p<.001 F(1,615)=9.88, p=.002 t(301)=6.39, p<.001 t(314)=2.00, p=.046 

Specific trust F(1,615)=144.01, p<.001 F(1,615)=12.16, p<.001 F(1,615)=6.41, p=.012 t(301)=4.43, p<.001 t(314)=0.65, p=.514 

General trust F(1,615)=104.73, p<.001 F(1,615)=1.74, p=.188 F(1,615)=6.24, p=.013 t(301)=2.79, p=.006 t(314)=-0.81, p=.417 

Liking F(1,615)=89.60, p<.001 F(1,615)=2.02, p=.156 F(1,615)=3.19, p=.075 t(301)=2.42, p=.016 t(314)=-0.24, p=.807 

 

 
Figure S1. Results by measure in Study 1. Mean evaluation of targets by condition, shown 

separately for each dependent measure. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Similarly, in Study 2, the key results, reported in the main text, were a significant positive 

Signal type X Signaling interaction, and a significant positive effect of Condemnation in the 

Target Signals condition. As can be seen in the third and fourth columns of Table S2, these two 

results are qualitatively robust across measures. As in Study 1, these effects appear stronger for 

the more “specific” measures (probability of not transgressing and specific trust) than the more 

“general” measures (general trust and liking). See Conclusion section for a discussion of possible 

implications of these differences. 

Table S2. Results by measure in Study 2 

 

Signal type X Signaling ANOVA Pairwise t-tests: effect of condemnation 

Measure Signal type Signaling Signal type X Signaling Target signals Other signals  

Prob. of not 

transgressing F(1,799)=16.15, p<.001 F(1,799)=165.01, p<.001 F(1,799)=17.31, p<.001 t(397)=5.04, p<.001 t(402)=-0.12, p=.905 

Specific trust F(1,799)=8.21, p=.004 F(1,799)=154.83, p<.001 F(1,799)=11.44, p<.001 t(397)=3.95, p<.001 t(402)=-0.42, p=.674 

General trust F(1,799)=3.05, p=.081 F(1,799)=100.20, p<.001 F(1,799)=7.50, p=.006 t(397)=2.84, p=.005 t(402)=-0.81, p=.421 

Liking F(1,799)=2.86, p=.091 F(1,799)=133.24, p<.001 F(1,799)=4.10, p=.043 t(397)=2.27, p=.024 t(402)=-0.29, p=.774 

 

 
Figure S2. Results by measure in Study 2. Mean evaluation of targets by condition, shown 

separately for each dependent measure. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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The key Study 3 result, reported in the main text, was that hypocrites were judged more 

negatively than liars. As can be seen in the second column of Table S3, this result is directionally 

true for all measures, but is stronger for ratings of the target as a good person, and liking of the 

target, as compared to ratings of the target’s trustworthiness and honesty. See Conclusion section 

for discussion of possible implications of these differences. 

Table S3. Results by measure in Study 3 

 

   Condition ANOVA Pairwise t-tests 

Measure     Hypocrite vs liar 

Liar vs control 

transgressor 

Good person F(2,448)=12.19, p<.001 t(299)=-2.57, p=.011 t(301)=-2.38, p=.018 

Like F(2,448)=25.28, p<.001 t(299)=-3.38, p<.001 t(301)=-3.77, p<.001 

Trust F(2,448)=27.66, p<.001 t(299)=-1.72, p=.086 t(301)=-5.38, p<.001 

Honest F(2,448)=33.44, p<.001 t(299)=-0.88, p=.378 t(301)=-6.83. p<.001 

 

 
Figure S3. Results by measure in Study 3. Mean evaluation of targets by condition, shown 

separately for each dependent measure. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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The key Study 4 results, reported in the main text, were that traditional hypocrites were 

judged more negatively than honest hypocrites, and that honest hypocrites were judged no more 

negatively than control transgressors. As can be seen in the second and forth columns of Table 

S4, these results are robust across all measures (and when it comes to judgments of honesty, 

honest hypocrites are actually judged more favorably than control transgressors).  

Table S4. Results by measure in Study 4  

 

  Condition ANOVA Pairwise t-tests 

Measure     

Traditional hypocrite 

vs honest hypocrite 

Traditional hypocrite 

vs control transgressor 

Honest hypocrite vs 

control transgressor 

Good person F(2,449)=16.51, p<.001 t(301)=-5.32, p<.001 t(300)=-4.53, p<.001 t(297)=0.56, p=.579 

Like F(2,449)=17.47, p<.001 t(301)=-4.88, p<.001 t(300)=-5.20, p<.001 t(297)=-0.46, p=.647 

Trust F(2,449)=37.15, p<.001 t(301)=-7.60, p<.001 t(300)=-7.31, p<.001 t(297)=0.34, p=.731 

Honest F(2,449)=54.59, p<.001 t(301)=-9.57, p<.001 t(300)=-8.07, p<.001 t(297)=2.50, p=.013 

 

 
Figure S4. Results by measure in Study 4. Mean evaluation of targets by condition, shown 

separately for each dependent measure. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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The key Study 5 results, reported in the main text, were that disclosure hypocrites were 

judged more negatively than honest hypocrites, and that disclosure hypocrites were judged no 

more positively than traditional hypocrites. As can be seen in the fifth and sixth columns of 

Table S5, these results are robust across all measures. 

Table S5. Results by measure in Study 5 

 
  Condition ANOVA Pairwise t-tests 

Measure     
Traditional hypocrite vs 

honest hypocrite 

Honest hypocrite vs 

control transgressor 

Disclosure hypocrite vs 

honest hypocrite 

Disclosure hypocrite vs 

traditional hypocrite  

Good person F(3,608)=18.67, p<.001 t(305)=-7.02, p<.001 t(303)=2.87, p=.004 t(304)=-6.00, p<.001 t(305)=0.95, p=.341 

Like F(3,608)=19.95, p<.001 t(305)=-6.42, p<.001 t(303)=0.98, p=.330 t(304)=-5.76, p<.001 t(305)=0.70, p=.484 

Trust F(3,608)=25.43, p<.001 t(305)=-6.73, p<.001 t(303)=0.43, p=.666 t(304)=-6.17, p<.001 t(305)=0.34, p=.733 

Honest F(3,608)=32.12, p<.001 t(305)=-8.84, p<.001 t(303)=2.20, p=.029 t(304)=-6.54, p<.001 t(305)=1.74, p=.082 

 

 
Figure S5. Results by measure in Study 5. Mean evaluation of targets by condition, shown 

separately for each dependent measure. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Conclusions 

 The above analyses show that in each study, effects of condition differ significantly by 

dependent measure. However, they also show that the overall pattern of results is qualitatively 

similar across dependent measures. Here, we report on two theoretically interesting patterns of 

differences shown above, and discuss possible interpretations of these differences. However, 

because our analyses of differences between dependent measures were exploratory, further 

research should be conducted to replicate and interpret the patterns that we found.  

 First, in Study 1, the effect of condemnation in the “no information condition”, and 

consequently the interaction between condemnation and information, is larger for the two more 

“specific” dependent measures (probability of condemnation and specific trust) than for the two 

more “general” dependent measures (general trust and liking). Similarly, in Study 2, the effect of 

condemnation in the “target signals” condition, and consequently the interaction between 

signaling and signal type, is larger for the two more “specific” dependent measures than for the 

two more “general” dependent measures. These patterns may be consistent with a mechanism by 

which condemnation serves as a somewhat domain specific signal of the target’s behavior, which 

in secondarily (and thus more weekly) influences more general evaluations of the target.   

Second, in Study 3, the contrast between hypocrites and liars is larger for ratings of the 

target as a good person, and liking of the target, as compared to ratings of the target’s 

trustworthiness and honesty. As discussed in the discussion of the main text, this pattern is 

consistent with the tentative hypothesis that hypocrites may be judged as worse than liars for 

reasons beyond being more misleading—for example, because their false signaling may be more 

likely to create negative outcomes, such as maligning the condemned, shaming others into 

changing their behavior, and unfairly boosting the hypocrite’s reputation. 
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Further demographic analyses 

 

 In the main text, we report statistics on the gender and age composition of our samples 

for each study. Here, we report further demographic-related analyses. First, we plot descriptive 

statistics on all collected demographic variables for all studies. Second, we investigate possible 

interactions between demographic variables and condition effects for all studies.  

Descriptive statistics  

 In our studies, we collected the following demographic variables: age, gender, income, 

and education. Below, we plot descriptive statistics for all of these demographic variables for 

each study. We note income and education were measured using categorical scales, with the 

options illustrated in the x-axis of the relevant plots. We also note that when plotting age 

distributions, for the purpose of visualizing our data, we dropped four total participants (across 

all five studies) who entered an age of under 10 years. 
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Figure S6. Subject age distribution across studies. Histograms show fraction of the subject pool 

in each age group for Studies 1-5. 
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Figure S7. Subject gender distribution across studies. Histograms show fraction of the subject 

pool of each gender for Studies 1-5. 
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Figure S8. Subject income distribution across studies. Histograms show fraction of the subject 

pool in each income group for Studies 1-5. 
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Figure S9. Subject education distribution across studies. Histograms show fraction of the subject 

pool in each education group for Studies 1-5. 

 

Interaction effects  

Next, we investigated potential interactions between condition variables and demographic 

variables in each study. When analyzing the data, we set our threshold for statistical significance 

at the standard cutoff of p < .05, despite the fact that we were conducting exploratory analyses 

with multiple comparisons. With this weak threshold for significance, we found only one 

(barely) statistically significant demographic interaction for one condition variable in one study 

(see below).  
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More specifically, in Studies 1 and 2, we analyzed gender and education as categorical 

variables. For each variable, we conducted ANOVAs with the two condition variables and the 

relevant demographic variable as factors, and investigated all main effects and interactions. We 

found no significant two- or three-way interactions for either gender or education. Next, we 

analyzed age and income as continuous variables. We conducted linear regressions with the two 

condition variables and the relevant demographic variable as independent variables, and 

investigated all main effects and interactions. The one significant effect we found was a negative 

two-way interaction between age and signaling, b = -0.01, SE = 0.01, p = .043. This effect 

indicates that within the moral condemnation condition, the effect of the target signaling is 

relatively larger for younger participants. Because this effect was not predicted and is only 

significant when the p-value is not corrected for the many exploratory tests we ran, we interpret 

this result with caution.  

For Studies 3-5, we again analyzed gender and education as categorical variables. For 

each variable, we conducted ANOVAs with the condition variable and the relevant demographic 

variable as factors, and investigated both main effects and their interaction. We found no 

significant interaction for either variable. Next, we analyzed age and income as continuous 

variables. For each possible pairwise contrast between conditions, we conducted a linear 

regression with both condition and the relevant demographic variable as independent variables, 

and investigated both main effects and their interaction. We found no significant interaction for 

either variable for any condition contrast.  

Together, these results suggest that within our Amazon Turk sample, our results are 

relatively robust across the demographic variables we measured. Further research should 

investigate whether this finding holds true across further demographic variables of interest, such 
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as religiosity or ethnicity. Furthermore and perhaps more importantly, future research should 

investigate other populations outside of Amazon Turk, including non-“WEIRD” cultures 

(Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010). 

Full experimental stimuli 
 

Study 1 

 

In Study 1, subjects evaluate the following four gender-matched scenarios in a random order: 

 

A) Drugs Scenario (female names: Brianna, Samantha, and Maria): 

 
Imagine that you are an athlete on a track team. Recently, your coach has become concerned that members of the 

team are using an illegal performance-enhancing drug called Vitronil. Vitronil use threatens your team’s eligibility 

to compete, and gives individual athletes unfair advantages. 

  

[No information conditions: Two of your teammates are named Brian and Sam. You know nothing about 

if Brain uses Vitronil. You also know nothing about if Sam uses Vitronil.] 

VS 

[Good information conditions: Two of your teammates are named Brian and Sam. You overheard another member 

of the track team saying that Brian did not use Vitronil at his last track competition. In contrast, you know nothing 

about if Sam uses Vitronil.] 

 

[Condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Brian. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Mark, who is a competitive swimmer. After you finish your story, Brian mentions that he 

heard that Mark got caught using Vitronil right before an important swim meet. In telling his story, Brian expresses 

strong disapproval of Vitronil use. 

VS 

[No condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Sam. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Mark, who is a competitive swimmer. After you finish your story, Sam mentions that he 

heard that Mark got caught using Vitronil right before an important swim meet. In telling his story, Sam expresses 

strong disapproval of Vitronil use.] 

 

Comprehension questions (always presented in this fixed order): 
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Dependent variables (presented in a random order): 

 

 
B) Work scenario (female names: Tina, Rachel, and Danielle): 
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Imagine that you are an employee at an organization. At your organization, you have to work closely with partners 

on important projects. Individuals are evaluated on the basis of the joint work they produce with their partners. 

 

[No information conditions: Two of your co-workers are named Thomas and Rick. You know nothing about 

what Thomas is like to work with as a partner. You also know nothing about what Rick is like to work with as a 

partner.] 

VS 

[Good information conditions: Two of your co-workers are named Thomas and Rick. You overheard another 

member of the organization saying that Thomas was a reliable partner in his last project at work. In contrast, 

you know nothing about what Rick is like to work with as a partner.] 

 

[Condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Thomas. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Daniel, who is an employee at a similar organization and also works with a partner. After you 

finish your story, Thomas mentions that he heard that Daniel failed to meet a critical deadline, causing him and his 

partner to perform poorly at an important presentation. In telling his story, Thomas expresses strong disapproval of 

unreliable partners.] 

VS 

[No condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Rick. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Daniel, who is an employee at a similar organization and also works with a partner. After you 

finish your story, Rick mentions that he heard that Daniel failed to meet a critical deadline, causing him and his 

partner to perform poorly at an important presentation. In telling his story, Rick expresses strong disapproval of 

unreliable partners.] 

 

[Subjects then answer comprehension questions and rate Thomas, using measures as in scenario 

(A)]  
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C) Academic scenario (female names: Katie, Becca, and Gabrielle): 

 
Imagine that you are a student in a chemistry course. The chemistry course involves difficult take-home exams. The 

exams are taken at home, but it is against the rules to use the Internet or discuss the exam with other members of the 

course. Recently, your instructor has become concerned that students are cheating on the exams. 

  

[No information conditions: Two other members of the course are named Kyle and Ben. You know nothing about 

if Kyle cheats on his exams. You also know nothing about if Ben cheats on his exams.]  

VS 

[Good information conditions: Two other members of the course are named Kyle and Ben. You overheard another 

member of the course saying that Kyle did not cheat on his last exam. In contrast, you know nothing about 

if Ben cheats on his exams.] 

 

[Condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Kyle. You tell them a story about a mutual 

acquaintance, Gabriel, who is a law student. After you finish your story, Kyle mentions that he heard 

that Gabriel has been cheating in his law courses. In telling his story, Kyle expresses strong disapproval of 

academic cheating.] 

VS 

[No condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Ben. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Gabriel, who is a law student. After you finish your story, Ben mentions that he heard 

that Gabriel has been cheating in his law courses. In telling his story, Ben expresses strong disapproval of academic 

cheating.] 

 

[Subjects then answer comprehension questions and rate Kyle, using measures as in scenario 

(A)] 

 

D) Romantic scenario (female names: Sarah, Jenny and Anna): 

 
Imagine that you are a member of a hiking club. The hiking club is a great way to meet new people, including 

romantic partners, as new members join regularly and get to know each other on hikes. 

  

[No information conditions: Two other members of the club are named Steven and Josh. You know nothing about 

what Steven is like as a romantic partner. You also know nothing about what Josh is like as a romantic partner.] 

VS 

[Good information conditions: Two other members of the club are named Steven and Josh. You overheard another 

member of the club saying that Steven was faithful in his last relationship. In contrast, you know nothing about 

what Josh is like as a romantic partner.] 

 

[Condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Steven. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Adam, who is in a serious relationship. After you finish your story, Steven mentions that he 

heard that Adam has been regularly cheating in his relationship. In telling his story, Steven expresses strong 

disapproval of romantic cheating.] 

VS 

[No condemnation conditions: One day, you are having a conversation with Josh. You tell them a story about a 

mutual acquaintance, Adam, who is in a serious relationship. After you finish your story, Josh mentions that he 

heard that Adam has been regularly cheating in his relationship. In telling his story, Josh expresses strong 

disapproval of romantic cheating.] 

 

[Subjects then answer comprehension questions and rate Steven, using measures as in scenario 

(A)] 
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Study 2 

 

In Study 2, subjects evaluate the following four gender-matched scenarios in a random order: 

 

A) Drugs Scenario (female names: Brianna and Samantha): 

 
Imagine that you are an athlete on a track team. Recently, your coach has become concerned that members of the 

team are using an illegal performance-enhancing drug called Vitronil. Vitronil use threatens your team’s eligibility 

to compete, and gives individual athletes unfair advantages. 

  

Two of your teammates are named Brian and Sam. You know nothing about if either of them use Vitronil. 

 

[Signaling / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Brian. The two of you are 

discussing how different members of your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are talking about who stays 

clean, and who takes Vitronil. In your discussion, Brian emphasizes that he disapproves of taking Vitronil.] 

VS 

[Control / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Sam. The two of you are 

discussing how different members of your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are talking about who stays 

clean, and who takes Vitronil. In your discussion, Sam emphasizes that he disapproves of taking Vitronil.] 

VS 

[Signaling / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Brian. The two of you are 

discussing how different members of your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are talking about who stays 

clean, and who takes Vitronil. In your discussion, Brian emphasizes that he does not take Vitronil.] 

VS 

[Control / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Sam. The two of you are 

discussing how different members of your team compete at meets. Specifically, you are talking about who stays 

clean, and who takes Vitronil. In your discussion, Sam emphasizes that he does not take Vitronil.] 

 

Comprehension question: 

 
[Subjects then rate Brian, using the same measures as in Study 1.] 

 

B) Work scenario (female names: Tina and Rachel): 
Imagine that you are an employee at an organization. At your organization, you have to work closely with partners 

on important projects. Individuals are evaluated on the basis of the joint work they produce with their partners. 

  

Two of your co-workers are named Thomas and Rick. You know nothing about what either of them are like to 

work with as partners.  

  

[Signaling / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Thomas. The two of you are 

discussing how different co-workers perform as partners. Specifically, you are talking about who is reliable and 

meets deadlines, and who is unreliable and fails to meet deadlines. In your discussion, Thomas emphasizes that he 

disapproves of unreliable partners.] 

VS 

[Control / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Rick. The two of you are 

discussing how different co-workers perform as partners. Specifically, you are talking about who is reliable and 

meets deadlines, and who is unreliable and fails to meet deadlines. In your discussion, Rick emphasizes that he 

disapproves of unreliable partners.] 

VS  
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[Signaling / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Thomas. The two of you are 

discussing how different co-workers perform as partners. Specifically, you are talking about who is reliable and 

meets deadlines, and who is unreliable and fails to meet deadlines. In your discussion, Thomas emphasizes that he 

is not an unreliable partner.] 

VS 

[Control / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Rick. The two of you are 

discussing how different co-workers perform as partners. Specifically, you are talking about who is reliable and 

meets deadlines, and who is unreliable and fails to meet deadlines. In your discussion, Rick emphasizes that he is 

not an unreliable partner.] 

 

[Subjects then answer comprehension question and rate Thomas, using measures as in scenario 

(A)] 

 

C) Academic scenario (female names: Katie and Becca): 
Imagine that you are a student in a chemistry course. The chemistry course involves difficult take-home exams. The 

exams are taken at home, but it is against the rules to use the Internet or discuss the exam with other members of the 

course. Recently, your instructor has become concerned that students are cheating on the exams. 

  

Two other members of the course are named Kyle and Ben. You know nothing about if either of them cheat on their 

exams. 

 

[Signaling / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Kyle. The two of you are 

discussing how different students in your course complete their exams. Specifically, you are talking about who is 

honest and works alone, and who cheats by collaborating with others and using the Internet. In your 

discussion, Kyle emphasizes that he disapproves of cheating on exams.] 

VS 

[Control / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Ben. The two of you are discussing 

how different students in your course complete their exams. Specifically, you are talking about who is honest and 

works alone, and who cheats by collaborating with others and using the Internet. In your 

discussion, Ben emphasizes that he disapproves of cheating on exams.]  

VS 

[Signaling / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Kyle. The two of you are 

discussing how different students in your course complete their exams. Specifically, you are talking about who is 

honest and works alone, and who cheats by collaborating with others and using the Internet. In your 

discussion, Kyle emphasizes that he does not cheat on his exams.] 

VS 

[Control / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Ben. The two of you are 

discussing how different students in your course complete their exams. Specifically, you are talking about who is 

honest and works alone, and who cheats by collaborating with others and using the Internet. In your 

discussion, Ben emphasizes that he does not cheat on his exams.] 

 

[Subjects then answer comprehension question and rate Kyle, using measures as in scenario (A)] 

 

D) Romantic scenario (female names: Sarah and Jenny): 

 
Imagine that you are a member of a hiking club. The hiking club is a great way to meet new people, including 

romantic partners, as new members join regularly and get to know each other on hikes. 

  

Two other members of the club are named Steven and Josh. You know nothing about what either of them are as in 

romantic relationships. 

 

[Signaling / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Steven. The two of you are 

discussing what different members of your club are as in romantic relationships. Specifically, you are talking about 
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who is trustworthy and stays faithful, and who is not trustworthy and cheats on their partners. In your 

discussion, Steven emphasizes that he disapproves of cheating in relationships.] 

VS 

[Control / condemnation condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Josh. The two of you are 

discussing what different members of your club are as in romantic relationships. Specifically, you are talking about 

who is trustworthy and stays faithful, and who is not trustworthy and cheats on their partners. In your 

discussion, Josh emphasizes that he disapproves of cheating in relationships.] 

VS 

[Signaling / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Steven. The two of you are 

discussing what different members of your club are as in romantic relationships. Specifically, you are talking about 

who is trustworthy and stays faithful, and who is not trustworthy and cheats on their partners. In your 

discussion, Steven emphasizes that he does not cheat in relationships.] 

VS 

[Control / direct statements condition: One day, you are having a conversation with Josh. The two of you are 

discussing what different members of your club are as in romantic relationships. Specifically, you are talking about 

who is trustworthy and stays faithful, and who is not trustworthy and cheats on their partners. In your 

discussion, Josh emphasizes that he does not cheat in relationships.] 

 

[Subjects then answer comprehension question and rate Steven, using measures as in scenario 

(A)] 
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Study 3 

In Study 3, subjects evaluate the following four scenarios in a random order: 

 

A) Music Scenario 

 
Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing a mutual acquaintance. Amanda mentions that the acquaintance often 

downloads music illegally from the Internet. 

  

[Hypocrisy condition: Becky says that she thinks it is morally wrong to download music illegally from the Internet.] 

VS 

[Liar condition: Becky says that she doesn't download music illegally from the Internet.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, and downloads music illegally.  
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Dependent variables (presented in random order): 
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B) Jury Scenario 

 
Jennifer and her friend Rose are discussing a mutual acquaintance. Rose mentions that the acquaintance recently 

tried to get out of jury duty. 

  

[Hypocrisy condition: Jennifer says that she thinks it is morally wrong to try to get out of jury duty.] 

VS 

[Liar condition: Jennifer says that she doesn't try to get out of jury duty.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Jennifer gets called for jury duty, and tries to get out of it. 

 

[Subjects then rate Jennifer, using measures as in scenario (A)] 

 

C) Phone Call Scenario 

Bruce and his friend are Zach are discussing a mutual acquaintance. Zach mentions that the acquaintance often 

ignores his mother's phone calls. 

[Hypocrisy condition: Bruce says that he thinks it is morally wrong to ignore your mother's phone calls.] 

VS 

[Liar condition: Bruce says that he doesn't ignore his mother's phone calls.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Bruce notices that his mother is calling, and ignores the call. 

 

[Subjects then rate Bruce, using measures as in scenario (A)] 
 

 

D) Printing Scenario 

Kevin and his friend Jack are discussing a mutual acquaintance. Jack mentions that the acquaintance often uses a lot 

of paper by printing documents single-sided. 

[Hypocrisy condition: Kevin says that he thinks it is morally wrong to use a lot of paper by printing documents 

single-sided.] 

VS 

[Liar condition: Kevin says that he doesn’t use a lot of paper by printing documents single-sided.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Kevin has a large document to print, and uses a lot of paper by printing it single-

sided. 

 

[Subjects then rate Kevin, using measures as in scenario (A)] 
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Study 4 

 

Study 4 is identical to Study 3, except that the “liar” condition is replaced with an “honest 

hypocrisy” condition (described below), and for clarity we consequently rename the “hypocrisy” 

condition the “traditional hypocrisy” condition. The Music Scenario of Study 4 looks as follows: 

 
Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing a mutual acquaintance. Amanda mentions that the acquaintance often 

downloads music illegally from the Internet. 

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Becky says that she thinks it is morally wrong to download music illegally from 

the Internet.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Becky says that she thinks it is morally wrong to download music illegally from the 

Internet, but that she sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, and downloads music illegally.  

Dependent variables are also the same as in Study 3; and other scenarios are also the same as in 

Study 3, with analogous changes as in the Music Scenario shown above. 
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Study 5 

In Study 5, subjects evaluate the “Music and Phone Call” and “Jury and Printing” scenarios in 

random order, and then evaluate the targets using the same dependent variables as in Studies 3-4. 

These scenarios involve counterbalancing (which we collapse over in our analyses), as follows: 

 

When presented with the “Music and Phone Call” scenario, we randomly assign subjects to 

either see the “Condemn Music” or “Condemn Phone Call” version. Furthermore, and 

orthogonally, we also randomly assign them to see the “Music First” or “Phone Call First” 

version. 

 

Likewise, when presented with the “Jury and Printing” scenario, we randomly assign subjects to 

either see the “Condemn Jury” or “Condemn Printing” version. Furthermore, and orthogonally, 

we also randomly assign them to see the “Jury First” or “Printing First” version. 

 

A) Music and Phone Call Scenario 

 

Condemn Music, Music First Version  
Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing issues in their lives, like downloading music and answering their 

parents' phone calls. 

 
[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people download 

music illegally from the Internet.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people download 

music illegally from the Internet, but that she sometimes ignores her mother's phone calls.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people download music 

illegally from the Internet, but that she sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, and downloads music illegally. She also notices that her mother 

is calling, and ignores the call.  

Condemn Music, Phone Call First Version  
Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing issues in their lives, like answering their parents' phone calls and 

downloading music. 

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people download 

music illegally from the Internet.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people download 

music illegally from the Internet, but that she sometimes ignores her mother's phone calls.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people download music 

illegally from the Internet, but that she sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

Shortly after their conversation, Becky notices that her mother is calling, and ignores the call. She also 

goes online, and downloads music illegally. 
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Condemn Phone Call, Music First Version  
Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing issues in their lives, like downloading music and answering their 

parents' phone calls. 

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people ignore their 

mothers' phone calls.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people ignore their 

mothers' phone calls, but that she sometimes downloads music illegally from the Internet.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people ignore their 

mothers' phone calls, but that she sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

Shortly after their conversation, Becky goes online, and downloads music illegally. She also notices that her mother 

is calling, and ignores the call.  

Condemn Phone Call, Phone Call First Version  
Becky and her friend Amanda are discussing issues in their lives, like answering their parents' phone calls and 

downloading music. 

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people ignore their 

mothers' phone calls.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people ignore their 

mothers' phone calls, but that she sometimes downloads music illegally from the Internet.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Becky tells Amanda that she thinks it is morally wrong when people ignore their 

mothers' phone calls, but that she sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Becky notices that her mother is calling, and ignores the call. She also 

goes online, and downloads music illegally. 

B) Jury and Printing Scenario 

 

Condemn Jury, Jury First Version  
Kevin and his friend Jack are discussing issues in their lives, like attending jury duty and printing documents.  

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people try to get out of 

jury duty.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people try to get out of 

jury duty, but that he sometimes uses a lot of paper by printing documents single-sided.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people try to get out of jury 

duty, but that he sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Kevin gets called for jury duty, and tries to get out of it. He also has a large 

document to print, and uses a lot of paper by printing it single-sided.  
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Condemn Jury, Printing First Version  
Kevin and his friend Jack are discussing issues in their lives, like printing documents and attending jury duty.  

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people try to get out of 

jury duty.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people try to get out of 

jury duty, but that he sometimes uses a lot of paper by printing documents single-sided.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people try to get out of jury 

duty, but that he sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Kevin has a large document to print, and uses a lot of paper by printing it single-

sided. He also gets called for jury duty, and tries to get out of it. 

Condemn Printing, Jury First Version  
Kevin and his friend Jack are discussing issues in their lives, like attending jury duty and printing documents.  

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people use a lot of paper 

by printing documents single-sided.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people use a lot of paper 

by printing documents single-sided, but that he sometimes tries to get out of jury duty.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people use a lot of paper by 

printing documents single-sided, but that he sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Kevin gets called for jury duty, and tries to get out of it. He also has a large 

document to print, and uses a lot of paper by printing it single-sided.  

Condemn Printing, Printing First Version  
Kevin and his friend Jack are discussing issues in their lives, like printing documents and attending jury duty.  

  

[Traditional hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people use a lot of paper 

by printing documents single-sided.] 

VS 

[Disclosure hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people use a lot of paper 

by printing documents single-sided, but that he sometimes tries to get out of jury duty.] 

VS 

[Honest hypocrisy condition: Kevin tells Jack that he thinks it is morally wrong when people use a lot of paper by 

printing documents single-sided, but that he sometimes does it anyway.] 

VS 

[No sentence presented in the control transgressor condition.] 

 

Shortly after their conversation, Kevin has a large document to print, and uses a lot of paper by printing it single-

sided. He also gets called for jury duty, and tries to get out of it. 
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